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1. Introduction 
Speaking at a development communication seminar in 1982, Wilbur Schramm raised a 
very pertinent question: What went wrong with development and the high hopes 
which the mass media appeared to offer in the early 1960s? In addition to providing 
a number of answers that have political, social and economic implications, the Profes-
sor-Emeritus, stressed upon what has been regarded as a fundamental flaw in the use 
of the mass media in development - the often-forgotten fact that modern media 
technologies, modes and models of communication are products of Western culture, 
and therefore have resulted from measures under very specific economic, social and 
cultural circumstances very different from those existing in countries into which the 
new media were introduced to help development. This has been a maj-or cog in the 
wheel of effective use of the mass media because it has meant that sufficient attention 
has not been paid to the socio-cultural environments of recipient countries. Professor 
Schramm concluded his remarks by enjoining communicators to "put their chins on 
their palms, and their elbows on the table and think afresh on how to ensure effective 
use of communication for development" 1• 
The starting point in this "fresh thinking" appears to be the identification of those 
socio-cultural environments under which communication functioned in the past and 
still functions in rural communities with a view to establishing correlations between 
communication and community environments. For as that Anglo-Irish writer - Ed-
mund Burke - has warned: "People will not look forward (with hope and determi-
nation) to posterity who never look backward to their ancestors. "2 This is the ratio-
nale for this paper. 
The paper attempts to sketch briefly the environment in which communication func-
tioned in traditional Nigeria and still functions in the rural areas. The attempt is 
purely descriptive. The emphasis is on those factors - cultural, social and political -
that affect both the type and mode of communication within traditionallrural com-
munities. There is no attempt to be analytical or to dwell directly on how the people 
communicate, what they communicate and in what context and with whom they 
communicate. This approach has been taken to ensure that the more exciting but value 
laden analytical aspect does not overshadow the more basic and historical aspect 
that deals with the rationale behind the people's communication behaviour. 
The term 'traditional' has been used here in two ways: first, it has been used to 
mean the 'geographical expression' composed of autonomaus units based on ethnic 
graps or conquest that eventually became the geo-political entity now known as Ni-
geria - a geographical expression which, contrary to early Western textbooks, did 
not only have a history but also organised structures and systems for survival, order-
liness and good government.3 Secondly, it has been used to apply to rural Nigeria 
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(about 70% of the country) where the historical patterns of government and admini-
stration that characterised the so-called geographical expression of old are still very 
much in force, in spite of the presence of modern local government administration. 
Whether one looks at Nigeria as a 'geographical expression' comprised of autono-
maus units, or as a geo-political entity with a central government, one fact remains 
obvious: the country is made up of diverse ethnic groups, cu!tures and languages. It 
is therefore to be expected that the environment within which information is dissemi-
nated and communication carried on would differ from one ethnic group to another 
and from culture to cu!ture. However, the differences one notices are more in degree 
rather than of substance. Therefore one feels at ease to generalise, albeit cautiously, 
because the basic factors that affect communication and information are virtually the 
same throughout the country. The same is also true of the sociocultural and political 
institutions from where these factors derive. 
Our task here is to try to identify those factors that affect or underlie the reason why 
the people communicate, how they communicate, in what context and with whom 
they communicate. We will, by implication, also try to pointout the factors that tend 
to inhibit communication and why such factors tend to persist. 
2. Philosophical Base 
Communication in traditional communities is a matter of human inter-relationships. 
In such rural settings, communication is almost always a question of attitude to one's 
neighbour. Therefore, acceptance or rejection of information and new ideas is depend-
ent on how such an action will affect the established relationships. In Nigeria, verti-
cal communication follows the hierarchical socio-political positions within the rural 
community. What a person says is as important as who he is - both the "what" and 
the "who" are, however, generally in consonance with public expectation. In other 
words, positions within rural communities carry with them certain cu!tural Iimita-
tions as to what to say and how to say it. Horizontal communication is based on age-
grades, occupation, geographical proximity and ethnic affinity. Here, the strength of 
relationship affects what a person says as much as what is said determines the type of 
relationship that would exist between individuals. Communication, whether for so-
cial, religious or political matters, is carried on strictly according to the established 
norms of the community, which are based on five principles that are generally non-
controversial. 
2.1 The Supremacy of the Community: 
In Africa, the community takes precedence over the individual, but depends on him 
for its existence. The desires, wants and needs of the individual are subjugated to 
those of the community. In Bendei State of Nigeria, for example, urgent personal 
matters have to be postponed, if there is a call for general community manuallabour. 
In the moslem North, individual grievances are, at best, ignored if they are at var-
iance with the interest of the community as a whole. In the East, and among the 
Igbo, rules rather than rulers or individuals are the essential mechanisms for social 
order.4 In general, if what an individual has to say is not in the interest of the com-
munity, no matter how relevant and important it is to that individual, he would be 
bound by custom to "swallow his words". He may, of course, whisper his complaints 
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into the ears of those he ean trust and who ean help him in other ways that would 
not hurt the eommunity. 
2.2 The Urility of the Individual: 
If the eommunity depends on the individual for its existence, it goes without saying 
that the individual is eonsidered very important. But his importanee is only in the 
eontext of the welfare of the community. This may sound ambiguous, but it is simple. 
While the community takes preeendenee over the individual, it also has the responsi-
bility to guide and proteer the welfare of the individual. Because the individual is a 
produet of his eommunity, and has been brought up wirhin the norms and mores of 
that community, his interests and those of the community are, generally speaking, 
almost never in eonflict. Therefore the individual sees hirnself not as a slave of the 
eommunity, but as part and parcel of the eommunity which he serves and whose 
peace, good government and progress will eventually be of direet benefit to him. He 
has a legitimate right to say how he thinks the community should be run. When pub-
lic issues are thrown open for discussion, he is given a hearing if he wants to eontri-
bute. Infact, tradition demands that he should "say his mind" in order to be seen as 
eontributing to the welfare of the eommunity. It is only after a decision has been 
taken and given a ritual binder that the individual's views and opinions beeome irre-
levant. Before then such views and opinions are regarded as very important. And it is 
the synthesis of such individual views and opinions whieh form the basis of eommu-
nity decisions. 
2.3 The Sanctity of Authority- The King: 
Every eommunity - big or small, monolithic or multi-ethnie - has a Ieader who is 
regarded as the King. He is the first eitizen of the eommunity and is generally given 
the honour and prestige befitting his position. He is usually both the temporal and 
spiritual head of the eommunity and is therefore seen as representing Divine Provi-
dence. Among the Yoruba, for example, popular maxim regarding the king eall him: 
the King, the Commander and the Wielder of Authority, next to the Almighty.5 1he 
king is revered and is expeeted to be above reproach. Whether he rules supreme or 
reigns, that is, rules through a eabinet, the eommunity expeets of him no less that the 
ascribed status and bestowed honour on him demands. 
2.4 Respeer for Old-Age: 
In Afriea, old-age is honourable, and the old men and women are treated with dig-
nity and respeet. They are seen as the repositories of wisdom and knowledge, and 
therefore as assets of great value to the eommunity. In addition, it is strongly held 
that living to a ripe age is evidenee of a life of justiee, chastity, fair-play and high 
integrity - a life wellspent observing and respeeting the norms and mores of soeiety. 
The aged, therefore, serve as examples for the youth to follow. Where there is evi-
denee to the eontrary, age alone beeomes insuffieient to elieit respect and reeognition. 
lt is expeeted that nothing but words of wisdom and good eounsel should "eome out 
of the lips" of the aged. In order to ensure the eonstant flow of such words of wis-
dom, the aged are given a plaee of honour in the government of the eommunity, and 
their adviee is generally not easily set aside or ignored. When issues of eustomary and 
cultural nature arise, it is the aged that guide the eommunity, leading it to actions 
that would fall in line with the cherished traditions of the people. 
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2.5 Religion as a Way of Life: 
"In the beginning was God; Today is God, Tomorrow will be God; Who can make 
an image of God? He has no body. He is as a word which comes out of your mouth. 
That word; lt is no more, lt is past, and still it lives! So is God."ti This pygmy hymn 
which expresses an unflinching belief in the existence of God, confirms what William 
Bosman said as early as 1705: "They have a faint idea of the true God, and ascribe to 
Hirn the attributes of Almighty and Omni-present; they believe He created the uni-
verse and therefore vastly prefer Hirn before their idol-gods. "7 This belief in God is 
explicitly expressed in the life of the African. Contrary to the much published opin-
ions of Western colonialists and the forebeares of christianity, Africans are deeply 
religious. When an African wakes up in the morning, he prays; before he eats, he 
prays; before he drinks, he prays. Religion pervades all his life. "Wherever the Afri-
can is, there is his religion; he carries it to the fields where he is sowing seeds or har-
vesting a new crop; he takes it with him to the beer party or to attend a funeral cere-
mony ... 8 The so-called idols which he worships are mere symbols of lesser gods 
who must intervene between man and the Almighty God. lt is out of great reverence 
for the Almighty God that the African resorts to going through these lesser gods. 
Because religion permeates all the departments of life, there is no formal distinction 
between the sacred and the secular; between the religious and the non-religious; be-
tween the spiritual and the material areas of life. There is hardly any action taken in 
traditional Nigeria that has no religious connotation or tinge. lnfact, there is no dis-
tinction between a secular act and a religious behaviour; the community is both secu-
lar and religious at the same time, but the religious part tends to overshadow because 
the 'rightness or wrongness' of any action is dictated by the accepted mode of beha-
viour which in turn is based on the religious beliefs of the community. What is a 
crime in law is a moral vice and a religious sin; what is a duty is a moral obligation 
and a religious imperative. 
The part which religion plays in the life of the individual and of the community is 
particularly pervasive because the gods through which the people seek the blessings 
and benevolence of the Almighty God are symbolically very near, and their presence 
is feit everywhere - in the square, in the market, in the streets, along footpaths and 
in the home. This proximity greatly helps to ensure that individuals abide by the rules 
and regulations of religion as weil as by the norms and mores of the community 
which always have religious connotations. 
3. Government 
The second factor that has very strong impact on communication within a community 
is the kingship system that operates. The type of king that rules a people, the type of 
kingdem he presides over and the way the people see their king, all have strong im-
pacts on what people talk about and how they talk about them as weil as on how 
free they are to express their opinions. The type of kingship systems that exist in Ni-
geria can be broadly categorised, even in the face of pockets of differences, within 
each category. For example, while it is true that Nigeria was made up of kingdoms, 
the concept of kingship was unknown to the Igbo of the East. 
And while it is generally held that rotational9 kingship obtains in the South-East, 
one of the most powerful kingdoms in this atea - the Opobo kingdem - is heredi-
tary.10 Furthermore, even though there were a nurober of large kingdoms which had 
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hegemony over areas made up of different ethnic groups, e. g. the Benin kingdom, 
ethnic boundaries generally determined the Iimits of different kingdoms. And within 
each large kingdom, there generally are Ievels of kings based on stratified power 
structure. 
For the purposes of this paper, we have divided Nigeria into six socio-political zones: 
North (that is, the Far North), Middle Belt (that is, Lower North), South-East, East, 
Mid-West (that is Bendel) and West. Generally, the system of kingship that obtains in 
each zone and the importance attached to the position of the king by the people have 
very far-reaching consequences on the nature and flow of communication and the 
dissemination of information within and between zones. 
In the North, where the Hausa language is widely spoken, in spite of hundreds of 
triballanguages, the kings are known as Emirs. They are regarded as supreme beings 
selected by God, but crowned by man. Their word is law. They rule with absolute 
authority but strictly according to the tenets of the Moslem religion which requires 
each individual to take his position in life as god-determined and to "obey the power-
ful and!or rich if you are poor; provide for, and protect, the poor if you are rich 
and/or powerful". They also rule strictly according to constitutional conventions. 
"As Ieader of the faithful, the king was required to uphold and enforce the shari'a 
that is, Quoranic Laws; he could not legitimately act against it. His political context 
also qualified the absolute authority vested in the king, principally because the secu-
rity of his throne, his lineage, and his family were all conditional on his observance 
of the constitutional conventions which governed political competition. "11 Although 
the Emir is bestowed with absolute power by the people, it is in his own interest to 
reign supreme but to rule with the advice and co-operation of chiefs selected from 
among the people. Therefore, the Emir and his chiefs are the people's mouths, ears 
and eyes. Their position in the hierarchy is that which empowers them to decide what 
is good or bad for the people and for the community. The people are expected to 
have confidence in their Emir and his chiefs and to accept whatever decisions they 
take on behalf of the community. Such decisions often have the force of divine in-
junction, which derives from the exalted position of the Emir. This confidence is, of 
course, predicated on the knowledge that the freedom of action of the Emir and his 
chiefs is limited, on the one hand by the Law, and on the other by the Structure and 
Context of the government. Thus even within this monocratic administration, the 
king's power was conditional rather than absolute. It is absolute only within demar-
cated spheres, and when exercised within the law and according to the accepted con-
vention. Here, the real power therefore lies not in the rulers, but in the rules and 
regulations of the community. 
In the Middle-Belt, communities are ethnically based, and kingship is rotational. The 
king is seen as the symbol of the people's unity; he rules at the pleasure of the elders 
who act as the representatives of the people. Although the king is respected and 
obeyed, the respect is only on the basis of his position as the symbol of the community 
and of its spiritual soul. He has no powers except such powers that derive from the 
authority of the elders. Obedience to the king is, therefore, obedience to the elders 
who make the decisions announced by the king. But the king has security of tenure. 
Once appointed, it is for life. Deposition is unknown in this part of Nigeria. But in 
some parts of this area, the elders have a right to decide whether or not a king has 
reigned long enough to die. If the verdict is in the affirmative, then the king must die 
'at the pleasure of the elders'. Such decisions, of course, usually arise only when the 
king has fallen out of favour. 
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Among the Igbo of the East, kingship as a system of government was, until very re-
cently unknown, and is, in fact, regarded with some amount of suspicion at present. 
The Igbo, by nature, are republican and regard the concentration of political and 
religious power in one individual as immoral. "In each separate side of life, whether 
economic, military, supernatural or legal, there is no concentration of power in any 
one centre."12 The Igbo are very much agairrst authoritarian rule; they demand to 
be involved in everything that concerns their welfare. Their regard for authority is 
conditioned by the willingness of the man in authority to recognise their right to par-
ticipate. A leader is supported by his followers as long as he does not "govern too 
much". 
The Igbo believe in the equality of the free-born. However, they live in communities, 
evidently more scattered than in any other part of the country and containing less 
households and therefore less people. "Their most immediately striking characteristic 
is what has been aptly called their social fragmentation. "13 They therefore often 
have a need for a rallying point. Because of this they do appoint a leader who is seen 
as a symbol, not necessarily of unity, but of the people's united purpose - someone 
who provides the necessary rallying point, takes the chair at meetings and announces 
decisions to the people. He holds office at the pleasure of the people and is expected 
to render public service to a level that is satisfactory to the people. He can be re-
moved from office by a consensus of the people. While in office, however, he is 
entitled to the respect and recognition of the community. The Igbo world is one in 
which leadership must not only be achieved but also be constantly validated to be 
retained; it is one in which the leader is given minimal power and yet is expected to 
give maximum service in return. 
In the South-East, kingship is an accepted system of government and is enshrined in 
the people's conventions. Here, the king is appointed by the people, formally where 
the system is hereditary; and democratically where it is rotational. Once appointed, 
he becomes both the temporal and spiritual head of the community, and rules vir-
tually through an inner circle of people who belong to the community's traditional 
cult. This cult, in fact, has more hold on the people than the person of the king. In 
other words, the exalted position of the king derives its power from the existence and 
authority of the cult. This set-up makes it almost impossible for the common people 
to participate in the government of the community. The only type of participation 
possible in this set-up is 'indirect' through consultations between the people and 
members of the inner circle. The chances of this happening is, however, very remote. 
But decisions which have the force of the cult it gain acceptance without ques-
tion. The existence of this cult, therefore, is a strong check on people's utterances, 
behaviours and attitudes to their king and to the community. A cult that has power 
to enforce its decisions on a community must have the power to punish, directly or 
indirectly, anyone who disobeys. 
The cult system also operates in the Y oruba West, where the kings - Oba - are 
both temporal and spiritual heads of their respective communities. The system of 
kingship is rotational within the royallineages. Here, the king is appointed by the 
people but is ascribed such honour and prestige that his pre-eminence is in no doubt. 
He reigns in his capacity as the king of the community but rules through his chiefs 
who are invariably members of the traditional cult, and whose position in the socio-
political hierarchy of the kingdom is jealously guarded. In certain communities here, 
"the executive of the societies transacted all the business of the State - the king me-
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rely submitting to them business to be transacted. The king interferred only when 
there was a deadlock among members" 14• These chiefs who have the force of the cult 
behind them are so strong that they can over-rule the king. When this happens, the 
king has to acquiesce or risk an open conflict with his chiefs - an open conflict which 
is usually 'resolved' by the support of the people one way or the other. In the early 
past, such conflicts often led to intra-tribal wars. The situation here therefore is this: 
as long as there is peace and harmony, the people are excluded from the decision-
making process by the king and his chiefs. When there is conflict, the people's sup-
port and opinions become vital. lt is during periods like this that the people demand 
and gain some concessions on issues which they had hitherto been afraid to discuss 
openly. 
In the Mid-West (Bendel), kings are the representatives of the gods on earth. They 
are also the symbols of the people's unity and a source of strength for the commu-
nity. A!though they are not regarded as supreme beings, they are not seen as "first 
among equals", but as the most important persons within their respective communi-
ties. In most parts of the area, the system allows for rotation of the office of the king. 
In others, the system is hereditary. The hereditary kingdoms include one of the most 
powerful in Nigeria - Benin- which, at one point in history, ruled over the whole 
of Mid-West, some parts of the East and a good part of the West. 
The King in the Mid-West rules through his chiefs as weil as through Viilage Heads, 
the Ieaders of the traditional work-force strata15, of the Professions1a, of the 
womenfolk17, Patriarchs and Elders. Not only are the different strata and Ievels of 
the community represented in the governing body of the community, they are also 
given full opportunity to participate in the decision-making process. The king is 
highly exa!ted and is allowed to personally make some decisions on certain issues that 
affect the community. When such decisions are made, the people are "just told" what 
has been decided upon. Usually, however, the people are involved in discussing issues 
that affect the community in general before decisions are taken. When an issue arises, 
the king and his chiefs, discuss it first; then a messenger - the gong man - is sent 
"to tell the people what ist being discussed" so that they too can make contributions 
through the proper traditional channels. 
It is in the Igbo-speaking area of Mid-West that old age is most venerated in Nigeria. 
At a certain age, (usually above sixty) men and women assume an unofficial and hon-
orary tit!e which signifies that they have reached the age of wisdom and wise coun-
cel and therefore are qualified tobe members of the Oba's "inner circle of wise-coun-
selling". This value-laden and psychological tit!e is Okei-Oba (for men) and Okporo-
Oba (for Women). This honorary tit!e ... demands proven integrity, impartiality, 
honesty, dedication to the cause of justice and fairplay, and very high moral probity. 
It carries with it honour and respect. 
Po!itical Structure 
The political structure of any community affects the communication behaviour of the 
individuals within that community. This, therefore is the third factor that has strong 
bearing on communication in traditional Nigeria. The basic political unit in the tra-
ditional/rural areas is the town which has the king as its head. I t is also known as the 
political community, usually self-sufficient and independent of other communities. 
Within the town are villages, each with its own Head, owing allegiance to the king. 
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The number of villages in a town varies according to the size of the town, but usually 
it is not less than three, and could be as many as ten. 
The Viilage Head is responsible for whatever is clone or not clone in the village and is 
answerable to the king and to the community. In order to be able to govern weil, he 
depends heavily on the help, advice and co-operation of the Heads of the different 
Quarters that make up the village. These heads are known as Patriarchs. They func-
tion in much the same way as the Village-Heads but on a lower level and they are 
responsible for much smaller geographical area and less number of people. However, 
their responsibility is no less important. And in order to justify the confidence re-
posed in them, they do not take lightly their responsibilities. Their jobs are made light-
er by the help they receive from the heads of the different compounds that make up 
the Quarters. These compound-heads are known as Elders. Although the elder is not 
held politically responsible for what happens or does not happen within the com-
pound, he generally feels normally bound to ensure peace and harmony among the 
different families that make up the compound. He sees hirnself as the father of all, 
and so assumes the fatherly responsibility of ensuring justice and fairplay for all. 
This structure which is graphically represented on the next page, ostensibly allows for 
smooth vertical communication. What happens to horizontal communication depends 
on the political philosophy of the community and the place of the king in the opera-
tion of this philosophy. 
Although this structure portrays some hierarchical order of importance, no level is, in 
operation, considered less than the other. Infact on issues of group importance like 
declaration of war and treason cases all loevels are given equal weight. On issues of 
great importance like relations with other villages or with strangers, and social prob-
ity, the views of all levels must be taken into account. The position is that on such 
issues, no level of the structure can be by-passed, either in the upward movement or 
in the downward, without serious repercussions. However, communication on such 
issues is restricted to the vertical mode. Discussion on them among Compounds is 
frowned upon; it is regarded with suspicion if clone among Quarters; and it is con-
sidered as subversion when noticed among villages. 
It is strongly held that on such important issues, communication should be on a strict 
vertical feed-forward basis. Each compound should report its feelings and opinions to 
its quarter; each quarter should do the same to its village; and each village to the king 
and his chiefs. This way, there will be no room for conspiracy at any level of the 
political structure, and the chances of divergent conclusions are avoided. 
But on issues of less importance and issues of day-to-day transactions, communication 
within, between and across the political levels is unrestricted and is, in fact, encour-
aged. Once a policy decision has been taken on any issue of community importance, 
horizontal communication between individuals from different villages, quarters and 
compounds is culturally demanded in order to fully disseminate the information and 
to ensure acceptance and compliance. 
The important attention given to vertical feed-forward communication is usually 
completely ignored when it becomes necessary to inform the public at !arge of deci-
sions arrived at by the king and his chiefs, or to disseminate information about an 
emergency, or to call the people to community manual labour. Such information is 
disseminated across levels to everyone in the community usually by the king's gong-
man, on behalf of the king and his chiefs. But it should be remernbered that before 
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such decisions are made, discussions on their implications, must have been held (except 
in the case of emergencies) at each level of the political structure and suggestions and 
recommendations passed from level to level. Issues of specialist nature like commodi-
ties and prices, classification of sicknesses, treatment of the sick, etc, are first discussed 
by leaders of the professions concerned before suggestions and recommendations are 
sent to the king and his chiefs for decision. 
While it is true, in theory, that the highest level of the political structure is not bound 
to accept the suggestions and recommendations from below, in practice, such sugges-
tions and recommendations are hardly ever rejected outright. This is because they 
represent the wishes of the people who constitute the community that is recognised by 
all as supreme. In addition, they are recommendations made by the elders of the com-
munity who, usually, take both the spiritual and social implications of the issues un-
der consideration into account before making recommendations. 
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4. Conclusion 
Although the political structure described above obtains throughout Nigeria, its Op-
eration differs from zone to zone. In some zones the differences are very slight; in 
others, they are significant. Such differences can be attributed mainly to differences in 
the kingship system. What has been described here is very true of the Mid-West zone. 
In the East, the structure holds in all but two respects. The first is that the king or 
leader is not allowed the right to make personal decisions that would be binding on 
all. The Igbo are very much against authoritarian rule; they demand to be involved 
in everything that concerns their welfare. They abhor handed-down orders. The first 
taste of this abhorence was made manifest to Europeans at Aha in 1929 when Igbo 
women were instigated by their husbands to riot against taxation and the imposition 
of warraut chiefs by Britain. Beneath the overt grievances, of course, lay a deep "un-
conscious, cultural protest"18 - a protest against non-involvement in discussions 
and decisions on issues that affect their lives. The second difference found in the 
Eastern zone is an extension of the first. The strong a version in the Mid-West to hori-
zontal communication between compounds, between quarters and between villages, 
on political and sensitive issues, does not obtain. Government at the village level in 
the East is an exercise in direct democracy. lt involves all the lineages and requires 
the political participation of all male adults; people are free to discuss with whom 
ever they want; between compounds, between quarters and between villages. "The 
village is autonomaus in its affairs and accepts no interference or dictation from the 
town or any other village. "19 
In the West, the degree of political involvement in decision-making decreases as one 
moves from the top hierarchy to the bottom. This is because it is held that the king 
and his chiefs know what the people need and know what should be good for the 
community. Even military chiefs were excluded from the Council of State in some 
areas of the West. "The exclusion of military chiefs in Ijebu made them support 
openly rebellious youths whenever they protested against monarchical tyranny or 
oppression. "2° Furthermore, diversity of opinions is seen in the West as detrimental 
to quick decisions and consensus. Therefore, the people are brought into the decision-
making process only when it is absolutely necessary. 
In the Northern zone, where the king is seen as a supreme being who rules with di-
vine authority, the same political structure obtains, but operates in favour of concen-
trated power at the topmost level. The structure is used mostly for disseminating in-
formation from the top. While village heads exercised administrative and executive 
powers, legislative powers are the exclusive preserve of the king and his palace chiefs. 
The rationale behind this operation is this: predominantly Moslem North holds the 
view that rulers are chosen by God on the basis of providential knowledge that those 
chosen are capable of ruling with justice and fairplay. Therefore, they should be 
given a free hand to rule. The rulers also take seriously their responsibilities, and are 
expected to make efforts to rule with the fear of, and respect for, God, showing 
honesty, integrity, sympathy and fairness. 
4.1 Implications for the Mass Media: 
The philosophical base that underlies communication in traditional Nigeria, as weil as 
the kingship systems and the political structure, cannot but have far-reaching implica-
tions for modern media of mass communication. The same is true of the way the polit-
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ical structure is allowed to operate. The identification of these implications will re-
quire a very careful and full-scale study of the way the new media were introduced, 
by whom and in what context, and the way they are used today in the rural areas of 
the country. 
Any form of communication operates within the parameters of society-social, cultur-
al, economic and political. Because of this, research into the communication aspect of 
the society is essential in order to bring into focus those factors that advance or inhib-
it popular understanding, acceptance and involvement in societal developmental 
activities, and societal change in general. If the mass media are not responsible for the 
occurrence of mass phenomena but simply affect the manner in which interests and 
attention are mobilised21 then it becomes important to investigate what enhances or 
inhibits this effect and also to ascertain how the effect occurs. 
In "The Passing of Traditional Society", Daniel Lerner explained the facilitative role 
of the mass media in accelerating the pace of national development. By linking the 
cities to the countryside, the centres of power to their periphery, the "media spread 
psychic mobility" 22• Media encourage people to "imagine themselves as strange per-
sons in strange situations, places and times" 23• The inference is that exposure to the 
media means exposure to information about different Iife-styles, modes of behaviour 
and unknown material goods. One would like to know whether in spite of the socio-
cultural environments, this exposure had a hypodermic effect on traditional Nige-
rians: and whether it now has the same effect on rural Nigerians. If not, why? If it 
did, in what direction? 
All this, however, is beyond the scope of this paper which is only a first step in the 
total effort required to identify and document the effect of foreign culture, particu-
larly the mass media, on traditional Nigeria. This first stcp is important in that it has 
helped us to realise that communication in traditionallrural Nigeria has an under-
lying basis; has a political pattern to follow; and is guided by rules and regulations 
that have strong roots in the norms and mores of the society. 
4.2 Epilogue 
In any society, institutions arise and new ideas develop in answer to needs as seen by 
the people or by outside influences that are in contact with that society. If the indig-
enous communities are to benefit from the introduction of the new order, two things 
would seem to be very important - the first is the need for the innovators to under-
stand the indigenous pre-requisites that would determine the success or failure of the 
new ideas, technologies or institutions; the second is the need to so introduce the new 
order as to take advantage of enhancing socio-cultural situations. However, whether 
these precautions are taken or not, new ideas or new technologies do have effect on 
recipient societies. New technology, says Eisenstein2\ changes culture and history. 
New tools, even when applied to old goals and values, inevitably take one away 
from the experience of those who shaped the old social milieu. Such changes or effects 
do emanate from the very fact of the presence of the technology in the society, and 
from the content of the information disseminated through the medium. These 'chan-
nel and content' effects25, whether positive or negative eventually, would even-
tually Iead, to questioning and redefining of existing goals and values and societal 
perspectives in general. 
Studies on the effect of news technologies, with particular reference to the media of 
mass communication, have been carried out in a number of traditional communities. 
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And vitually all these studies indicate that the media of mass communication do have 
significant impacts on such societies. The spread of mass media has been shown to be 
highly correlated with several indices of development: literacy, urbanisation, per 
capita income, industrialisation.21l There have also been studies which correlate mass 
media exposure with attitude change, behaviour adjustment and possession of infor-
mation relevant to social development. For example, high media exposure was related 
to high adoption of new farm innovations, high political knowledge and higher aspi-
rations for children among unschooled Andean villagers.27 
On the other hand, mass media effect has not always been positive. On issues concern-
ing societal cohesion and cultural stability, the mass media have been known to have 
played, sometimes unintentionally, a rather disintegrating role. For example, 
McQuail28 points out that in Blumer's analysis of mass behaviour, there is explicit 
attribution to the mass media of an effect of detaching the individual from his pri-
mary group and local community, and of focusing his attention on matters outside 
the normative control of the groups to which he belongs. This is like driving a wedge 
between the individual and his group, and also between individuals, particularly rest-
less youths, and traditionally constituted authority as weil as approved norms of 
behaviour. It would therefore seem that because the mass media can bypass the com-
munication channels and authority structures in the spheres of politics, religion, edu-
cation, kingship and the economy, establishing 'direct' contact with individuals29 
they contribute to break-down in group solidarity and traditional authority. 
If we accept that the mass media cannot but have some definite impacts, positive 
and/or negative, on traditional societies, the question then arises as to 'what type of 
impact on what type of traditional society?' This question becomes very important 
because of what Hornik30 has called the Environmental Consistency Theory of the 
mass media, which postulates that an individual uses the mass media in ways consist-
ent with his environment. When the environment rewards increases in expectation 
and actions, the mass media appears to facilitate these increases. However, as long as 
the environment cannot reward or does not reward increases in expectations and ac-
tions, the influence of media exposure will be minimal. 
This leaves us with the research question: What type of impact, in the face of the 
country's socio-cultural environments, did the mass media have on traditional Nige-
ria, and what type do they now have on rural Nigeria? An answer to this question 
will help in crystallising the proper and enhancing role or roles which the mass media 
should play in rural, and therefore national, development in Nigeria. 
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4.3 A graphic expression of the Research Question: 
What impact did the Media of Mass Communication have on Traditional Nigeria, 











1 W. Schramm: Address to the 2nd International Seminar on Development Communication 
Teaching, East-West Communication; East-West Center, Honolulu/Hawaii, May 1981. 
2 E. Burke: quoted by Okafor-Omali, 17/1965. 
3 Proof of this is evident in the works of authors and scholars of Nigerian Government and 
Politics. See, for example, M. G. Smith, Government in Zazzau, 1960; M. A. Green, Igbo 
Viilage Affairs, 1964; I.Nzimiro, Studies in Igbo Political Systems, 1972; and P.C.Lloyd, 
The Benin Kingdom, 1957. 
4 Green, 1964: 78. 
6 Okedeji 1970: 205. 
8 Mbiti 1969:34. 
7 Bosman 1705:348. 
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8 Mbiti 1969: 2. 
9 Rotational kingship is of two types. The first sees every male member of the Community 
as a potential king. Whether he becomes one or not depends on whether he Jives long 
enough and is selected. The second type is one of which every member of certain families 
regarded as 'royal' is a potential king. 
10 Hereditary kingship is one which moves from father to the eldest surviving son. 
11 Smith 1960: 107. 
12 Green 1964: 138. 
13 Perharn 1937: 234. 
14 Okedeji 1970: 205. 
111 The working population of the community is divided three strata for purposes of commu-
nity service. Those are the Teenagers who keep the streets and village squares clean; the 
young and middle-aged who are seen as glorified workers and who merely sit around and 
give directives and advice. 
16 The professions include physiological/psychological medicine; cosmic medicinc, bla<k-
smithry, weaving, commerce etc. 
17 Bendei is the only place where women are brought officially into the governing process 
of the community. 
18 Perham, 1937: 218. 
19 Uchendu, 1966: 41. 
2o Okedeji, 1970: 13. 
2t McQuail, 1969:11. 
22 Lerner, 1958: 55. 
23 Lerner, 1958: 52. 
24 Eisenstein, 1979: 683. 
25 Chu, 1978: 17. 
26 Lerner, 1960; UNESCO, 1964 and Farace, 1965. 
27 Deutschmann, 1963. 
28 McQuail, 1969: 29. 
29 McQuail, 1969: 12. 
30 Hornik, 1974: 17. 
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Zusammenfassung 
Auf die Frage, warum die großen Hoffnungen, die man in die Verwendung der Massen-
medien für die Entwicklung gesetzt hat, nicht erfüllt wurden, gibt es viele Antworten. Be-
sonders oft hat man aber dabei die Tatsache vergessen, daß moderne Medientechnologien und 
Kommunikationsmodelle Produkte westlicher Kultur sind, die aus bestimmten ökonomischen, 
sozialen und kulturellen Umständen erwuchsen. Um diese Lage neu zu überdenken, muß man 
wohl mit einer Identifizierung jener Gegebenheiten beginnen, unter denen Kommunikation 
in der Vergangenheit und auch heute noch in Nigeria auf dem Lande funktioniert. Die vor-
liegende Studie möchte hier rein beschreibend ansetzen, ohne eine eigene Analyse zu 
versuchen. 
Ein Land wie Nigeria besteht aus vielen ethnischen Gruppen, Kulturen und Sprachen. Des-
wegen wird man erwarten müssen, daß die Voraussetzungen für den Informationsfluß jeweils 
von einer Gruppe zur anderen verschieden sind. Aber diese Unterschiede sind andererseits oft 
mehr graduell als substantiell. Das gleiche gilt für die verschiedenen gesellschaftlichen und 
politischen Institutionen. Was liegt nun der Tatsache zugrunde, daß die Menschen so in diesem 
Umfeld und mit wem sie kommunizieren? 
Da ist zunächst das philosophische Umfeld. Annahme oder Ablehnung von Informationen und 
neuen Gedanken hängen davon ab, wie sie die bestehenden gesellschaftlichen Strukturen be-
rücksichtigen, was in Nigeria bedeutet, daß sie der sozia-politischen Hierarchie der ländlichen 
Gesellschaft folgt. Welche Stellung eine Person einnimmt ist genau so wichtig wie das, was sie 
sagt. Horizontale Kommunikation richtet sich nach Alters- und Berufsgruppen sowie nach 
der geographischen und völkischen Nähe. Hier entscheidet die Stärke einer Verbindung. 
Alle Kommunikation ist bestimmt von fünf Prinzipien: 1. der Supremat der Gemeinschaft. 
In Afrika steht die Gemeinschaft über dem Individuum; die Bedürfnisse des einzelnen sind 
eingebunden in jene der Gemeinschaft. 2. Die Nützlichkeit des Individuums, denn auf ihm 
ruht die Existenz der Gemeinschaft. Dies bezieht sich aber nur auf den Kontext des Wohl-
ergehens. Der einzelne sieht sich als Teil einer Gemeinschaft, deren Wohlergehen auch in 
seinem eigenen Interesse liegt, zu dem er deswegen aber auch beitragen soll. 3. Die Autorität 
- der König - ist heilig. Jede Gemeinschaft hat einen Führer, den König, der erster einer 
jeden Gruppe ist, entsprechend geehrt wird und das Göttliche vertritt. 4. Der Respekt vor 
dem Alter wird in Afrika bestimmt von der Überzeugung, daß in den Alten Weisheit und 
Wissen verkörpert sind. 5. Religion ist Teil des Lebens, Gott war am Anfang, er ist heute 
und wird morgen sein. Der Afrikaner ist tief religiös, und Religion durchdringt sein ganzes 
Leben ... Deswegen gibt es auch keinen Unterschied zwischen geistlich und weltlich ... Es gibt 
kaum eine Handlung im traditionellen Nigeria, die nicht auch religiöse Bedeutung hätte. 
Der zweite Faktor außer diesen fünf Prinzipien, der einen großen Einfluß auf die Kommuni-
kation innerhalb einer Gesellschaft hat, ist das Königssystem. Die Stellung und Rolle des 
Königs, der das Volk regiert, wie er ihm vorsteht und die Leute ihn sehen hat einen starken 
Einfluß auf Inhalt und Freiheit der Kommunikation. Dabei haben diese Könige durchaus 
in den verschiedenen Teilen Nigerias verschiedene Namen, aber ihr Einfluß gilt für die 
ganzen einzelnen Regionen denen sie vorstehen. 
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Selbstverständlich beeinflussen auch die politischen Strukturen das Kommunikationsverhalten 
des einzelnen in der Gemeinschaft. Dies ist der dritte Faktor, der auch im traditionellen 
Nigeria die Kommunikation bestimmt. Dabei hat die Stadt den König als Haupt, innerhalb 
der Stadt sind die Dörfer mit ihren Obersten in Verbindung mit dem König. Sie sind ver-
antwortlich für alles was im Dorf geschieht. Der Dorfoberste ist dann wieder auf die Zu-
sammenarbeit mit den Oberen der einzelnen Dorfteile angewiesen, die als Patriarchen be-
kannt sind. Bei wichtigen Angelegenheiten müssen alle Verantwortlichen mit entscheiden, wobei 
die Kommunikation streng in der vertikalen Struktur verläuft. Bei weniger wichtigen Dingen 
kann diese vertikale Kommunikation auch schon einmal verlassen werden. 
Es ist klar, daß die philosophischen Grundlagen ebenso wie die gesellschaftlichen und politi-
tischen Strukturen des traditionellen Nigeria zu weitreichenden Folgerungen für die Korn· 
munikation führen, die bei der Einführung neuer Massenmedien wohl sehr sorgfältig zu be-
denken sind. Hier wird ernste Forschung gefordert. 
RESUME 
Cette etude est un premier pas dans l'examination critique de l'impact des cu!tures etrangeres 
dans !es societes en voie de developpement sous l'aspect de Ia communication. Vu que !es 
grands espoirs qu'on avait mis dans Ia communication pour le developpement ne se sont 
pas realises, des specialistes Ont ete interpelles a Ia rechen:he des motifs de cet echec. Malgre 
l'opinion predominante que l'importation des mass media et leurs structures dans !es societes 
en voie de developpement sont considerees comme le facteur majeur dans l't~chec de Ia com-
munication pour le developpement, il n'est pas si clair qu'il n'existe pas d'autres facteurs qui 
y ont contribue. Pour cela, cette etude examine le milieu de Ia communication dans une so-
ciete en voie de developpement comme un zremier pas necessaire. C'est une tentative d'es-
quisser brievement le milieu de Ia communication dans un pays traditionellement rural comme 
le Nigeria. Cette tentative est purement descriptive. L'accent est concentre sur !es facteurs 
cu!turels, sociaux et politiques qui influencent Ia maniere et le type de Ia communication 
dans !es societes traditionelles, prenant le Nigeria comme exemple. 
RESUMEN 
Este artfculo es el primer paso en Ia tarea de examinar crfticamente, desde el punto de vista 
de Ia communicaci6n, el impacto de las cu!turas extranjeras en las sociedades en desarrollo. 
Dandose cuenta que algo ha funcionado mal en lo que respecta Ia communicaci6n y las 
grandes esperanzas que comporta para el desarrollo, los especialistas han sido requeridos para 
investigar sobre el tema y tratar de encontrar que es lo que ha fallado. 
Aun si se piensa a menudo que Ia importaci6n de medios masivos y de sus estructuras como 
modelos de comunicaci6n en las sociedades en desarrollo, es un factor mayor en el fracaso de 
Ia comunicaci6n en el desarrollo, no es claro todavfa si esta diferencia de antecedentes cul-
turales es el unico factor 0 si hay otros factores que inf!uyen. 
Es por esto que este ardculo considera como un primer paso necesario el analisis del contexto 
cu!tural en una sociedad en desarrollo; es un intento para esbozar brevemente el contexto co-
municacional en una sociedad tradicional!rural en Nigeria, principalmente de manera de-
scriptiva. Asf el autor ha enfatizado sobre los factores cu!turales, sociales y po!fticos, los que 
afectan igualmente el tipo y el modo de comunicaci6n dentro de una sociedad traditional, 
como es el caso en Nigeria. 
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